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Overview

• COVID19 pandemic on retailing
• The role of AI
• Predicting demand
• Examples in the UK
• Towards the future
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COVID19 pandemic in retailing

= Changes in retail management 

= Push towards online/mobile channels

= Stores closures

= New health and safety measures, etc.

= and consumer behaviour

= Different places for shopping

= Panic buying and stockpiling

= Anxiety and fear of contagion
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The role of AI
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Predictive analytics
=Understanding the likelihood of future events (i.e., future demand, customers

response, etc.)
=Based on the analysis of historical data (series)
=Artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms can be used
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Prescriptive analytics

=Providing suggestions on what should be 

done (i.e., optimal pricing, fraud detection, 

product recommendations, etc.)

=Artificial intelligence and machine learning 

algorithms can be used 
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Predicting demand 

=Managing consumers’ preferences

=Managing product availability

=Generating order suiting consumers’ preferences

=Automatic delivery

=Post-delivery evaluation

=Update of databases (consumers’ preferences and product availability)
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Example (1): Hello Fresh (UK)
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Example (2): BrewDog (UK)

=The most recent example (March 2021)

=First example in the sector

=Sustainability expectations
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Example (3): Birchbox(UK)
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Concluding remarks

= Increasing subscription plans for physical goods

=Benefits for retailers: 

= More effective prediction of consumers’ demand à better stock management 

= Platform expansion à new market(s)

=Benefits for consumers:

= Automatic order creation and delivery à reducing shopping distress, panic buying, anxiety, 

stockpiling 
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Towards the future

= The more usage of subscriptions plans, the lower purchases in physical store?

= Possible ethical issues

= The new role of physical shops: from places for buying to place of experience à revisiting 

traditional points of sale
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Questions?
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